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Chapter 1:

Making Plans

The Lewis School Garden Club plans a
garden where they will grow vegetables.
There are 27 students in the club. They divide
into three groups. Each group has a job to do.
The first group will plan the garden and
choose which vegetables to grow. The second
group will start seedlings to plant later. They
must keep the seedlings inside until it is time
to plant them. The third group will plan and
build a fence around the garden. The fence
will keep animals from eating the plants. The
students will build the fence first and then
plant the garden.
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To Do
• Measure the distance
around the garden.
• Calculate how much
lumber is needed.
• Buy lumber and
supplies.
• Build fence.

The group that will plan the fence meets
with Ms. Roberts. She is a teacher who works
with the Garden Club. The students discuss
what they need to do.
“We must plan the fence,” says Hannah.
“First, we need to measure the outside of the
garden. This will tell us how many feet the
fence needs to be.”
Danny says, “Yes. Then we can figure out
how much lumber we need. We cannot buy
lumber until we know how much we need.”
“That’s right,” says Ms. Roberts.
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After school, Danny’s dad takes him to the
home supply store. Hannah goes with them to
help find the lumber they need.
Wood fences are made of posts, rails, and
slats. Posts are thick pieces of wood that go
into the ground. They support the fence. You
attach rails to posts. Rails support the slats, or
pickets. You attach slats to the rails.
Hannah finds a catalog that has pictures of
posts, rails, and slats in it. They can show this
to the other students. That way, everyone in
the club can help choose what to buy.
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Chapter 2:

Garden Division

The next day the club meets outside. They
remember what Hannah said they should
do first. They should measure the distance
around the edge of the garden. It is shaped
like a rectangle.
The students use a tape measure to
measure around the garden. They work
carefully because they want an accurate
measurement.
Ms. Roberts reminds them to check their
work. They measure the distance around the
garden again. It measures 88 feet both times.
“Good work,” Ms. Roberts says.
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88 feet around the outside
24 feet
4–foot gate
on this side
20 feet
Garden
20 feet

4–foot gate
on this side
24 feet

The students use the tape measure to discover that
the long sides of the garden are each 24 feet. They find
that the short sides are each 20 feet. There will be a gate
along each short side that will be four feet wide.
Danny writes:
20 – 4 = 16
16 feet of fence for each short side
16 + 16 = 32
32 feet of fence for both short sides
24 + 24 = 48
48 feet of fence for both long sides
2x4=8
8 feet of gates
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Ms. Roberts checks the drawing of the garden the
students have made.

Danny shares his notes.
32 + 48 = 80
80 feet of fence
80 + 8 = 88
88 feet around the outside of the garden
“Good work,” says Ms. Roberts. “The distance
around the garden is 88 feet. Your notes are correct and
complete. We have the information we need now to plan
the fence.”
“Even though the distance around the garden is 88
feet, we only need to buy enough lumber to make a fence
that is 80 feet long,” says Hannah. “This is because we
will have 8 feet of gates.”
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88 feet around the outside
24 feet
Gate
4 feet

Fence
16 feet

20 feet total

Garden
Fence
16 feet

Gate
4 feet

20 feet total
24 feet

Ms. Roberts asks, “How many rails will we need?”
The students look at the catalog that Hannah brought
from the store. Hannah finds the section for rails, and
they see that fence rails come in 8-foot sections.
Hong does some calculations in her notebook.
80 ÷ 8 = 10
“This tells us how many sections we need,” she says.
“We need 10 sections. Each section must be 8 feet long
to make a fence 80 feet long.”
Hannah wonders if they will need to cut the rails.
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The students continue their plans for building the fence
around the garden.

“Each long side is 24 feet long,” says Ms. Roberts.
“How many 8-foot sections do we need for each
long side?”
Hannah writes some notes:
24 ÷ 8 = 3
3 rails on one long side
“We will not need to cut the rails,” she answers. “We
need three rails for each long side.”
“The fence sections on the short sides are each 16 feet
long,” says Steve.
“16 divided by 8 equals 2. That means we need two
rails for each short side, and we will not need to cut
those either.”
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The students figure out how many rails and posts they
need for the garden fence.

Hong looks at the catalog pictures again. “We forgot
something!” she says. “We need rails on the top of the
fence, as well as on the bottom.”
Ms. Roberts smiles. “You are right. I’m glad you
thought of that! We actually need twice as many rails.”
Hannah starts a list and writes:
10 x 2 = 20
20 rails in all
“Now we know how many rails we need, but what
about posts?” she asks.
“We need a post every four feet,” Ms. Roberts says.
“How many posts do we need for a 24-foot side?”

10
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24 ÷ 4 = 6
16 ÷ 4 = 4
6 + 6 + 4 + 4 = 20

Danny writes in his notebook. He will figure out how
many posts they need for each long side of the fence.
24 ÷ 4 = 6
“We need six posts for each of the long sides,” he says.
Hannah writes in her notebook, too. She will figure out
how many posts they need for each short side.
16 ÷ 4 = 4
“We need four posts for each of the short sides,”
she says.
Then Hannah writes a number sentence.
6 + 6 + 4 + 4 = 20
20 posts in all
“We need 20 posts altogether.”
11
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Fence
16 feet

20 feet total

Garden
Fence
16 feet

Gate
4 feet

20 feet total
24 feet

“Let’s color the posts in our drawing,” says Danny.
“The posts on the short sides can be red. The posts on
the long sides can be blue. That way we can easily tell
which sides are short and which sides are long.”
“I count seven posts on the long sides!” says Hong.
“I count five posts on the short sides,” Steven says.
Hannah says, “Let’s count the total number of posts.”
There are 20 posts. That number is correct. Each of the
sides shares a corner post with its neighbor.

12
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20 rails
20 posts
160 slats
2 4-fo ot gates

Danny shares the information with the class.

The students figure out the number of slats they need.
Ms. Roberts says, “We need 16 slats to cover an 8-foot
section.”
Danny does some calculations in his notebook:
16 ÷ 8 = 2
He says, “That means two slats cover one foot.”
“Now we can calculate the number of slats we need,”
says Hannah.
She writes:
80 feet of fence
2 slats per foot
80 + 80 = 160
“We need 160 slats,” she says.
Now they are ready to buy the lumber. They do not
need to buy nails, screws, and hardware. Ms. Roberts
already has these things.
13
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Chapter 3:

Harvest Time

A few months pass, and soon the garden
fence is done. It turned out well. The students
planned and measured. They bought the
lumber and built the fence. They are proud of
their hard work. They used their math skills to
figure out how to build the fence.
The Garden Club plants its vegetable
garden. They weed the garden and water
the plants. They build a scarecrow, too. The
scarecrow keeps away birds that might eat
the plants. The fence keeps animals out of the
garden. The plants grow well.

14
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The Garden Club shows the vegetables grown in their
garden.

It is harvest time at last, which means it is
time to pick the crops. There is an extra large
crop this year! Everyone is pleased at how big
the vegetables grew.
Each year the school has a festival to
celebrate the harvest. They have food and
games. The students serve the vegetables
they grew in the garden. They make a
big salad.
Principal Stevens says, “This is the best
harvest I can remember.”
Ms. Roberts is proud of the Garden Club!

15
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Glossary
÷ the symbol for division
division the process of separating items into
equal groups
harvest the gathering of a ripened crop
lumber timber sawed or split into planks or
boards
post a piece of wood set upright into the
ground for support
rail a piece of wood, attached parallel to the
ground between posts, that supports the slats
section one of several parts of a whole
slat a thin piece of wood used for fences

16
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Think and Respond
1.

There are 27 students in the Garden Club. The
students tend the garden on Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday. The students each work one day per
week. If an equal number of students work each
day, how many work each day?

2.

The garden produces 76 boxes of vegetables. 27
students will each take home one box of
vegetables. How many boxes of vegetables are
left?

3.

Members of the Garden Club divide the remaining
boxes of vegetables equally among the classes
in the school. Suppose there are seven classes. How
many boxes of vegetables should each class
receive?

4.

The students want to plant 36 heads of lettuce.
They want the lettuce planted in even rows. How
many different ways can they arrange the lettuce
plants? Draw a picture and write a number
sentence for each arrangement.
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